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ABSTRACT
The present work aims to understand the influence of the asymmetries on the dynamics of the
hollow rotor system. The study comprises the analytical study through the extended Lagrangian
Hamiltonian approach and validation conducted with the simulation study through the bond
graphs. This study involves an investigation of the dynamics of the hollow rotor system through
two case studies. First case study considers a hollow rotor system with small asymmetry in
stiffness while another study considers a hollow rotor system with asymmetry in mass. The
lumped analysis involves the development of a mathematical model by considering the
symmetry breaking of a hollow rotor caused by mass or stiffness. The study shows good
agreement in simulation and analytical results.
Key words: hollow rotor, asymmetric rotor, extended Lagrangian Hamiltonian mechanics,
umbra time.
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INTRODUCTION
Most of the rotary machines used for engineering applications are asymmetric due to
misalignment or unbalance. Sometimes, symmetric systems become asymmetric during service
due to initiation and growth of fatigue crack, slit, notches, wear and tear, etc. The presence of
a crack causes variations in stiffness, mass, and damping. These variations make the system
asymmetric and alter the dynamic behavior of the rotor. Analysis of such a system is necessary
for the accurate prediction of the presence of these asymmetries, which are dangerous for the
structural health of the rotor system. The cross-sectional geometry also affects the dynamics of
the rotor due to alteration in the stiffness of the rotor system. Mostly solid cylindrical shaped
rotor used due to ease in construction and analysis. However, the attention of researchers shifts
towards a hollow rotor-shaft system owing to a lesser weight of shafts for transmitting the same
power and consequently lesser requirement of energy for operation. Asymmetries greatly
affected the performance of the hollow rotor system due to lesser stiffness. Thus, it becomes
necessary to analyze the effects of asymmetries on the dynamics of the hollow rotor.
Dimarogonas (1996) presented a paper to elaborate on several aspects of local
flexibility associated with the asymmetries in a rotating system. While Kumar et al. (2009)
elaborated various methodologies employed by researchers to understand the effect of
asymmetries due to crack on the dynamics of a rotor system. Generally, the Lagrangian-based
approach is preferred for analyzing dynamics of the rotating system due to its inherent
characteristics of describing conservation laws associated with symmetry properties. Some
studies have been initiated to enlarge the applicability of the Lagrange equation to a rotating
system subjected to holonomic constraints and dissipative forces. Vujanovic and Djukic
(1978, 1989, 1973, 1975) attempted to show the connection between symmetries and
associated conservation law. Vujanovic (1978, 1989) proposed a new approach to obtain
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constants of motion of a rotary system with non-potential forces with non-holonomic
constraints.
As any rotating component with asymmetries consists of non-potential and dissipative
forces and in such a situation, Lagrangian-based approaches failed to explain satisfactorily
dynamics of an asymmetric rotary system involving non-holonomic constraints, frictional
forces, and time fluctuating parameters. Analysis of these systems requires knowledge of
invariants of motion of the system due to the existence of a relation between symmetries and
invariant of motions (1977, 1997) of such systems. Noether's theorem (1971) complemented
the knowledge and contributed significantly to determine invariance properties. Extended
Noether theorem together with Hamiltonian mechanics was found useful in understanding the
dynamic behavior of such an asymmetric rotor system. For improving understanding in this
direction, Mukherjee (1994) introduced the umbra Lagrangian-Hamiltonian mechanics
approach by utilizing virtual time as umbra time. The approach involved the development of
an extended form of the equation of motions as umbra-Lagrange's equation. Some other studies
by Mukherjee et al. (2001, 2006, and 2011) further illustrate concepts of umbra Lagrangian.
The approach was applied to analyze thermo-mechanical systems (Rastogi et al., 2011), electromechanical system (Mukherjee et al., 2007) and a one-dimensional continuous system
(Mukherjee et al., 2009). Kumar et al. (2012) extend the approach to study the dynamics of a
solid rotor system with asymmetry in stiffness. Another study by Jain et al. (2018) utilized the
approach to understand the dynamic behavior of multi-rotor-system where symmetries are
broken in terms of the rotor stiffness.
Different researcher has conducted some studies to analyze the dynamics of the hollow
rotor system. Among them, a major contribution comes from Chen et al (2010) who utilized the
concept of local equivalent Young’s modulus for understanding the dynamic behavior of a
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motor built-in high speed hollow rotating shaft through experimental and numerical study. Some
other studies by Chen et al. (2011, 2012, and 2013) enhanced understanding of the influence of
the friction on the natural frequency of the hot fit rotor-hollow shaft assembly. Chen and Yang
(2010) also performed an experimental study of a hollow shaft with a hot-fitted rotor to determine
the optimal value of interference for dynamical stiffness of a shaft fitted with a hot-fit rotor. In
another study, Asdaque and Behera (2014) analyzed the dynamic behavior of hollow tapered
shaft-rotor to investigate the effects of length and speed on the dynamics of the hollow tapered
shaft-rotor system. Further, Guo et al. (2014) theoretically studied an NES-rotor system by
developing motion equations for NES rotor as well as TMD rotor dynamical systems by applying
Lagrange’s equations and determined amplitude of vibration at resonance condition. One study
by Cavalini et al. (2017) established the suitability of the composite hollow shaft as a rotor while
other study by Y. Yongfeng et al. studied dynamic behavior of hollow-cracked shaft.
The present work is initiated to develop an extension of Lagrangian Hamiltonian
mechanics for hollow rotor systems with asymmetries in stiffness and mass by utilizing the
approach introduced by Mukherjee et al. (2009, and 2011). The methodology adopted for analysis
is presented in sufficient detail for two case studies in subsequent sections.
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Figure 1 Rotor with DC motor having asymmetries in stiffness
Coupling

Hollow Shaft of length (L)

CASE STUDY I: INSTABILITIES DUE TO ASYMMETRY IN STIFFNESS
This case study considers a rotor with internal and external damping and transverse stiffness due
to flexure of the shaft driven by a DC motor as shown in Figure 1. The rotor model admits small
asymmetries in stiffness. The work represents the rotor by two discrete pairs of equivalent
4
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springs and dashpots in the two orthogonal transverse directions. Such dampers include external
damping and a part of the internal damping. The study considers the additional circulatory forces
due to the internal damping by using modulated gyrator elements in the bond graph model. The
analysis neglects shaft twist due to high torsional stiffness assumption.
The umbra-Lagrangian is derived from bond graph model of rotor system by adopting the
method developed by Mukherjee (1997, 2001, 2011) and is expressed as
𝐿∗ =

1
2

1
1
1
1
𝑚𝑥̇ 2 (𝜂) + 𝑚𝑦̇ 2 (𝜂) − 𝐾𝑥̇ 2 (𝜂) − (𝐾 − ∆𝐾)𝑦̇ 2 (𝜂) − 𝐽𝜃̇ 2 (𝜂) −
2

2

2

2

1

𝑅 𝜃̇(𝑡){𝑥(𝜂)𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑥(𝑡)𝑦(𝜂)} − (𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑖 )(𝑥(𝜂)𝑥̇ (𝑡) + 𝑦(𝜂)𝑦̇ (𝑡)) − {𝑅 𝑖 (𝑥(𝑡)𝑦̇ (𝑡) −
2 𝑖
𝑦(𝑡)𝑥̇ (𝑡)) − 𝑅𝑏 (𝜃̇(𝑡)) − Ω}θ(η)
(1)
Here the symbol represented the standard quantity. Now by applying the extended
Noether’s equation, Noether’s rate equation for asymmetric rotor is written as
d
dt

[m(ẋ (t)y(t) − ẏ (t)x(t)) − ΔKy(t)x(t) ] − θ̇(t)R i (x 2 (t) + y 2 (t)) + (R a +

R i )(x(t)ẏ (t) − ẋ (t)y(t)) = 0
On assuming an orbit of 𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡 , we get
𝑅
𝜃̇(𝑡) = 𝜔(1 + 𝑅𝑎)

(2)

(3)

𝑖

Thus, Noether’s rate equation becomes
𝑑
𝑑𝑡

[𝑚(𝑥̇ (𝑡)𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑦̇ (𝑡)𝑥(𝑡)) − Δ𝐾𝑦(𝑡)𝑥(𝑡) ] = 0

(4)

The above equation consists of symmetric and un-symmetric part. On equating unsymmetric part to zero, one may obtain invariants of motions as
d
dt

[m(ẋ (t)y(t) − ẏ (t)x(t)] = 0

(5)

Now, the umbra-Hamiltonian of the system is represented as
H∗ =

p2x (η)
2mxx

p2y (η)

+ 2m

yy

1
1
1
+ 2 Kx 2 (η) + 2 (K − ΔK)y 2 (η) + 2J p2θ (η) − R i θ̇(t){x(η)y(t) − x(t)y(η)} +

(R a + R i )(ẋ (t)x(η) + ẏ (t)y(η)) + {R i (x(t)ẏ (t) − y(t)ẋ (t)) + R b (θ̇(t)) − Ω}θ(η)
(6)
𝑑𝐻 ∗

On applying the second theorem of umbra-Hamiltonian, lim [ 𝑑𝜂𝑒 ] = 0, we got
𝜂→𝑡
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𝑅𝑖 𝜃̇(𝑡)[𝑥̇ (𝜂)𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑦̇ (𝑡)𝑥(𝑡)] + (𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑖 )(𝑥̇ 2 (𝑡) + 𝑦̇ 2 (𝑡)) + {𝑅𝑖 (𝑥(𝑡)𝑦̇ (𝑡) − 𝑦(𝑡)𝑥̇ (𝑡)) +
𝑅𝑏 (𝜃̇(𝑡) − Ω)}𝜃̇(𝑡) = 0
(7)
Assuming an orbit x(t) = Acosωt, and y(t) = Asinωt , we get
−R i θ̇(t)A2 ω + (R a + R i )A2 ω2 + {R i A2 ω + R b (θ̇(t) − Ω)}θ̇(t) = 0
A

(8)

B

On putting part A of equation (8) equal to zero yields
𝑅𝑎
)
𝑅𝑖

𝜃̇(𝑡) = 𝜔 (1 +

(9)

and on putting B part of equation (8) equal to zero gives the amplitude of rotor
(10)

𝑅𝑏
𝑅𝑎
𝐴=√
[Ω − 𝜔 (1 + )]
𝑅𝑖 𝜔
𝑅𝑖
𝑑𝐻 ∗

When we applylim [ 𝑑𝜂𝑖 ] = 0, we got the following expression
𝜂→𝑡

𝑝2 (𝜂)

1

{( 𝑚𝑥
2

𝑥𝑥

+

2 (𝜂)
𝑝𝑦

𝑚𝑦𝑦

1

) + 𝐾𝑥 2 (𝜂) + (𝐾 − Δ𝐾)𝑦 2 (𝜂) + 𝐽 𝑝𝜃2 (𝜂)} = 0

(11)

𝑁𝑜𝑤 putting 𝑝𝑥 (𝑡) = 𝑚𝑥𝑥 𝑥̇ (𝑡), 𝑝𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝑚𝑦𝑦 𝑦̇ (𝑡) and
𝑝𝜃 (𝑡) = 𝐽𝜃̇(𝑡) in Eq. 11, following equation is obtained
(𝑚𝑥𝑥 𝑥̈ + 𝐾𝑥)𝑥̇ + (𝑚𝑦𝑦 𝑦̈ + 𝐾𝑦 − Δ𝐾𝑦)𝑦̇ = 0

(12)

There are two types of frequencies available in Eq. (12). If symmetry part is considered,
one may have
𝐾

𝜔𝑥𝑥 = √𝑚

(13)

If un-symmetric part is considered than we have
𝐾−Δ𝐾

𝜔𝑦𝑦 = √

(14)

𝑚

Since these two vectors are perpendicular to each other, we achieve the final natural
frequency as
2

𝜔 =

2 +𝜔2
𝜔𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦

2

Δ𝐾

or

𝐾−
𝜔 = √ 𝑚2

6

(15)
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CASE STUDY-II INSTABILITIES DUE TO ASYMMETRY IN MASS
This case study aims to understand the behavior of the rotor system where the symmetries are
broken in terms of variation in mass. The study considered the same rotor system used in the
previous case along with small asymmetries in mass in the Y direction instead of asymmetry in
stiffness. All assumptions made in the previous case study also applicable in the present case.
The umbra-Lagrangian function for the system is expressed as
𝐿∗ =
1
2

1
2

1
1
1
1
𝑚𝑥̇ 2 (𝜂) + 2 (𝑚 + ∆𝑚)𝑦̇ 2 (𝜂) − 2 𝐾𝑥̇ 2 (𝜂) − 2 𝐾𝑦̇ 2 (𝜂) − 2 𝐽𝜃̇ 2 (𝜂) −

𝑅𝑖 𝜃̇(𝑡){𝑥(𝜂)𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑥(𝑡)𝑦(𝜂)} − (𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑖 )(𝑥(𝜂)𝑥̇ (𝑡) + 𝑦(𝜂)𝑦̇ (𝑡)) − {𝑅 𝑖 (𝑥(𝑡)𝑦̇ (𝑡) −

𝑦(𝑡)𝑥̇ (𝑡)) − 𝑅𝑏 (𝜃̇(𝑡)) − Ω}θ(η)

(16)

By following the procedure as explained in previous case study, the relationship to determine
threshold frequency and the amplitude of rotor system are derived as given below:
R
θ̇(t) = ω (1 + Ra )

(17)

i

R

R

A = √R bω [Ω − ω (1 + Ra )]
i

i

(18)

Due to asymmetry of mass along y axis, system will have two types of frequencies. One frequency
is obtained by considering symmetry part and given below:
𝐾

𝜔𝑥 = √𝑚

(19)

While other frequency is obtained by considering asymmetric part as given below:
𝐾

𝜔𝑦 = √m±Δ𝑚

(20)

The final natural frequency can be expressed as

𝜔2 =

2 +𝜔2
𝜔𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦

2

or

2𝐾

𝜔 = √𝑚±Δm

7

(21 )
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results obtained from the analysis of hollow rotor with asymmetries in
mass and stiffness by utilizing an extended Lagrangian Hamiltonian mechanics approach.
Simulation analysis of the hollow rotor with different asymmetries are performed by adopting
bond graph technique for validating the analytical approach. Next sections include the detailed
discussion on analytical and simulation results.
Analytical Results
Analytical results are obtained by adopting the approach discussed in previous section for both
cases and discussed separately in subsequent sections. First section presents discussion of results
pertaining to hollow rotor with consideration of asymmetry in stiffness while other section
discussed the results pertaining to a hollow rotor system with asymmetry in mass.
Asymmetry in stiffness
By utilizing the equations developed previously, natural frequency and amplitude of vibration
induced in the hollow shaft rotor system are obtained and presented graphically in figure (2-4).
The study considers the hollowness ratio as the ratio of the internal diameter to the external
diameter. The study calculates these results by assuming excitation frequency as 22 rad/s. The
careful analysis of these results reveals an increasing trend in the amplitude of the vibration along
with a decreasing trend in the natural frequency of the vibration for a hollow shaft rotor with
different hollowness ratios. The results also show that there is no appreciable variation in the
performance of the hollow rotor with hollowness ratio up to 0.4. This shows that hollow shaft with
hollowness ratio value more than 0.4 is not suitable to employ for the rotor shaft. Further results
are obtained by varying excitation frequencies as 26, 30, 34, and 38 rad/s, respectively and no
effect observed on natural frequency as expected while increasing trend observed in amplitude of
the vibration with increasing value of the excitation frequency as shown in figure 10 (b) for a
hollow shaft rotors with the hollowness ratio as 0.2. Similar trends.
8
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are observed for hollow shaft rotor with different hollowness ratios. These results are not
included here to avoid repeatability.
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Figure 2 Effect of hollowness on amplitude Figure 3 Effect of hollowness on natural frequency
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Asymmetry in mass
By utilizing, the equations developed in previous section, the amplitudes and the natural
frequencies of the vibration for a hollow rotor system having varying percentages of mass
asymmetries along the y-axis obtained and presented in Figure 6 to Figure 9. The results depict
the decreasing trend in the natural frequency of the system with increasing percentage of
asymmetries of mass along the y-axis for hollow rotor with different hollowness ratios while
reverse trend observed in the amplitudes of the vibrations with an increasing percentage of mass
asymmetry. The results also show that there is little variation in the performance of a hollow
shaft in comparison with a solid shaft if the hollowness ratio of the hollow shaft rotor is kept
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below a certain limit (i.e. 0.4). The results also obtained by varying the excitation frequency and
observed no affect in the excitation frequency while amplitudes increases with an increase in
excitation frequency as shown by the figure 10 (a).
For ecitation frequency as 22 rad/s
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Figure 9 Effect of hollowness on natural frequency
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Simulation Results
The main purpose of this study is to gain an insight into dynamical behavior. Moreover, it
provides validation of the theoretical results obtained in the previous section. The bond graph
model of an asymmetric rotor with internal and external damping was developed and simulated
through the software SYMBOLS-Shakti. The study performs a series of experimentation to
show the effectiveness of the analysis described above. The work includes the simulation study
performed for both the cases discussed in the previous section and presented in succeeding subsections. For simulation analysis of the hollow rotor with small asymmetry in stiffness and
mass, the present work considers different input parameters as shown in Table-1. Amplitudes
and threshold frequencies of the vibratory behavior of the hollow rotor with asymmetries are
determined through the bond graph technique and presented graphically along with the
corresponding analytical results through figures 14 to 17. Figures 14 and 15 presents the results
for a hollow rotor with asymmetry in stiffness while figures 16 and 17 represent the
corresponding results for a hollow rotor with asymmetry in mass. The threshold frequency of
the hollow rotor system is found to be twice of the natural frequency of the hollow rotor system.
The simulation results are in harmony with the analytical results and thus proves the utility of
the extended Lagrangian Hamiltonian approach for predicting the dynamic behavior of hollow
rotor with small asymmetries.
Table 1. Simulation parameters for hollow rotor with asymmetry in stiffness
K

m

J

Ri

Ra

Rb

Ω

(Kg-m2)

(N-s/m)

(N-s/m)

(N-s/m)

(rad/s)

1

5

5

0.2

22

Parameter
(N/m) (Kg)
Value

1000

10

11
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(a) Effect on threshold frequency
(b) Effect on amplitude
Figure 11 Effect of stiffness asymmetry on hollow rotor system

(a) Effect on threshold frequency
(b) Effect on amplitude
Figure 12 Effect of stiffness asymmetry on hollow rotor system
CONCLUSION
This work presents an analytical framework for understanding the changes in the dynamic
behavior of the hollow rotor system caused by the asymmetries in terms of stiffness and
mass of the shaft rotor. Following conclusion has been drawn from the study:


The study develops expressions for determining the natural frequency and the
amplitude of vibration of a hollow shaft rotor through Extended Lagrangian
Hamiltonian formalism.



The study obtains the umbra-Lagrangian function from its bond graph model,
which remains invariant and leads to significant aspects of limiting dynamics when
used with umbra Hamiltonian. The results exhibits marginal difference in the
12
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behavior of a hollow rotor with a hollowness ratio less than 0.4 in comparison to a
solid rotor. This fact justify the suitability of a hollow rotor for industrial purpose.


The results of simulation study are in harmony with the analytical results and thus
validate the limiting behavior obtained through present study.



Harmony of simulation results with analytical results justify the use of an extended
Lagrangian Hamiltonian approach for predicting the dynamic behavior of hollow
rotor with small asymmetries.



Further present study can be extended to incorporate more asymmetries in the
hollow rotor like as transverse crack, circular crack and multi rotor system.
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